Case Report

Langerhans' cell histiocytosis with multiple radiolucent lesions in the body of the mandible, report of a case
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Abstract

Introduction: Langerhans cell histiocytosis (LCH) refers to a group of rare reticuloendothelial system disorders and it occurs most often in young adults and children. A 57-year-old edentulous female patient who complained of dull pain in the posterior region of the mandible referred to the dental office, with a complaint of dull pain in the posterior region of the mandible. The lesion was diagnosed as LCH. Oral manifestations could be the first signs of Langerhans' cell histiocytosis. Therefore, the dentist must be aware of the oral symptoms so in order that the disease is not overlooked.
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Introduction

The term “HistiocytosisX” refers to a group of rare reticuloendothelial system disorders which are characterized by proliferation of histiocyte-like cells (Langerhans’ cells) (1). The disease occurs in a wide range of age, although most of the patients are children under 15 years. In 1973 the term Langerhans’ Cell Histiocytosis “LCH " has been announced as an alternative for “Histiocytosis X” (2). The condition is classified into 3 groups based on clinicopathologic manifestation.

Eosinophilic granuloma is the localized type of this condition and is predominantly manifested in bones including ribs, pelvis, long bones, skull and jaws (3, 4). Despite the condition is more common in children, it has been reported in older individuals too.

It might induce dull and continuous pain and results in edema, soft tissue mass, gingival bleeding, wounds and destruction of the alveolar bone (3). The radiographic appearance of the lesion is sometimes similar to periapical cysts, inflammatory conditions, vascular malformations, tumors and malignancies (5).

The acute diffuse type or Letterer-Siwe disease is characterized by widespread involvement of the skin, viscera and bone marrow and is mainly manifested in infants under 1 year of age. Also, the chronic diffuse type or Hand-Schüller-Christian disease, too, generally affects children and young adolescents (6). The etiology of the condition is unknown and immunologic, infectious, environmental, genetic and neoplastic factors and hypersensitivity reactions to HHV6 and EBV antigens have been implicated (4).

The aim of the present report is this study aimed at presenting an uncommon case of LCH in a middle-aged female patient with bony lesions on panoramic radiographs similar to inflammatory lesions.

Case Report

A 57-year-old edentulous female patient who was wearing complete dentures referred to the dental office, with a complaint of continuous dull pain in the posterior region of the mandible for about 1 month.

Intraoral examination was performed by the dentist who suspected the denture of having problem and repaired the denture on the patient’s request and based on the suspicion that the denture had a problem, the dentist repaired the denture on the patient’s request.

The pain in she felt a sharp pain in this area persisted, therefore the dentist ordered a panoramic radiograph and referred the patient to the Faculty of Dentistry in Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences and they suspected to have malignancy. Intraoral examination revealed healthy mucosa with...
normal color and without any swelling or ulcers. An oramic radiography also indicated a lesion on the right lower premolar area, measuring approximately 1×1.5 cm, with relatively distinct non-cortical borders; another lesion was found in the molar area which measured approximately 2×3 cm and had indistinct borders at the alveolar crest, along with a decrease in bone density and bone loss (figure 1).

Due to persistent pain and the affected areas visible in the radiograph, a biopsy was taken with a suspicion of osteomyelitis, squamous cell carcinoma or metastatic malignant neoplasia. Pathologic evaluation of the sample was provided by the incisional biopsy of the right side of the mandible (1.5×2×4 cm) and the macroscopic view revealed a creamy-brown elastic tissue which seemed cystic in cut surface.

Microscopic evaluation of the specimen revealed connective tissue fragments which mainly consisted of diffuse infiltration of large, pale staining histiocyte with indented nuclei (figure 2, A and B).

Varying numbers of eosinophils were found between histiocyte-like cells. In addition, there were some lymphocytes and plasma cells plus hemorrhage in the tissue. Therefore, a diagnosis of LCH compatible with IHC for CD1a was reached.

In order to have thorough diagnostic data, after pathologic results were obtained, complementary examinations including scintigraphy, blood tests and additional imaging were ordered to have thorough diagnostic data including scintigraphy, blood tests and additional imaging.

Scintigraphy was indicated to evaluate multiple tissue involvement but there are no specific laboratory tests for LCH. Blood tests were routinely performed and could reveal the extent of the disease (7, 8).

Skull radiographs and CBCT were performed because the maxilla, mandible and the skull were mostly affected bones (8). CT and MRI examinations were ordered to determine bone and soft tissue involvement in the whole body, too.

Laboratory tests: Hematologic test results only revealed an increase in RDW, therefore anisocytosis was reported. Scintigraphy with the use of $^{99m}$Tc-MDP, revealed the involvement of the whole mandibular body and lesions on the maxilla specially on the right side. Also several abnormal activities on the tibia and at the distal ends of lower extremities were found (figure 3, A).

Imaging studies: Posteroanterior (PA) and lateral skull radiographs revealed no lesions. Mandibular CBCT revealed some perforated areas on the buccal and lingual aspects of the mandible, along with some sequestra (figure 3, B). CT examination of the chest and abdomen did not reveal any lesions except for a nodule.
measuring 5 mm in diameter around the right upper lobe of the lung. MRI examination revealed several cystic lesions in both femurs and the distal end of the tibia, without cortical destruction or osseous expansion. However, no soft tissue lesions were found.

The patient was referred to an oncologist for treatment after completion of the diagnostic steps. The patient underwent a 6-phase chemotherapy for 3 days with UP-16 methylprednisolone due to osseous metastasis and was currently being followed.

Discussion

Langerhans’ cell histiocytosis (LCH) is rarely seen in adults, with an incidence rate of 1-2 per 1 million individuals (9, 10). Since the clinical and radiographic views are not specific, it is relatively difficult to diagnose the condition (10). Approximately 10% of all patients with LCH have oral lesions (3). The only cells with a diagnostic value are the Langerhans’ cells in the bone marrow, which are identified under the electron microscope by their rocket-shaped cytoplasm or” Birbeck granules”therefore; new diagnostic methods such as TEM (transmission electron microscopy) and IHC (immunohistochemistry) have considerably contributed to the histopathologic diagnosis (6).

Since LCH lacks any pathognomonic clinical or radiographic trait, certain diagnosis is based on the histologic and Immunohistochemical study of biopsy, and whenever CD1a, langerin (CD207) and S-100 protein are observed the diagnosis is positive (9). In this study there was no need for IHC panel.

The condition might be unifocal or multifocal. A unifocal condition is manifested in only one area and has good prognosis. The multifocal variant is less prevalent and skin lesions are seen in this variant (11).

Generally, advanced imaging techniques including skeletal scintigraphy, CT and MRI are necessary in LCH in order to determine whether the lesions are unifocal or multifocal (8). In this context, all these techniques were used for the patient reported here. The patient referred to the dental office with a chief complaint of pain under the removable mandibular denture. Panoramic radiographic and CBCT evaluations of the lytic osseous lesions increased the odds of osteomyelitis and malignant lesions such as multiple myeloma, because the radiographic views of this patient were not similar to the common form of LCH further, evaluations finally confirmed a diagnosis of systemic LCH.

Majority of the cases with mandibular involvement are under 20 years of age. Our case differs from usual distribution of the disease; however mandibular involvement was seen in the reported patient here. In the case presented here, the maxilla, vertebrae and distal bones were affected and a number of areas were also affected in the mandible.

Generally there is no significant gender difference (12); however, the case presented here was a woman aged 67.

A wide range of treatment modalities and techniques are available for this condition, from surgical curettage to radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Lesions which are accessible are best treated with surgical excision or curettage in the best way. Immunosuppressive techniques are recommended in multifocal lesions with functional deficiencies of vital organs. In general, treatment of LCH depends on the
lesion size, the extent of tissue involvement and whether the lesion is unifocal or multifocal. Chemotherapy with Methotrexate and Vinblastin, with Prednisolone, is recommended for the diffuse form of the condition (4, 8). In the case presented here, since the lesion was multifocal and there was systemic involvement, chemotherapy was administered in this case. In the present case, the prognosis was poor due to systemic involvement and the low response to treatment at 1-year follow-up.

The recurrence rate depends on the location of the lesion. Therefore, the patient should be followed for a long time. The present case has not exhibited recurrence after follow-up for 1 year. This case is a reminder that possibility of occurrence of this disease exists in the oral cavity. This report also shows the importance of oral examinations in the diagnosis of a systemic condition. Early detection of the signs of systemic disease in the oral cavity by the dentist plays a significant role in the prognosis.
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